CASE STUDY: Primary School

End User:

Institucion Educativa Leon XIII
Line of Business:
Primary School
Limited space and budget for computers is a common
Location:

Soacha, Colombia
Number:
40 SUNDE 880L Zero Clients
User:
Students
Goal:
“More efficient, cheaper, and easier to upkeep, also
can accommodate 40 students with SUNDE when
the space was designed for 30 PCs.”
Solution:
SUNDE devices are deployed in the lab to replaces
PCs. Each 20 of them are connected to a 2-core I5
host PC.
Achievements:
1. Overcome space and electrical limitations while
still provide easy-to-configure Internet workstations
for student access.
2. Greatly lower IT cost.
3. Minimize computing support and maintenance
time and expense.
4. Increase life span of desktop devices, reduce
replacement costs.
Solution Provider
---SUNDE partner Servicios
Negocios (Colombia)

Integrales de

complaint in schools around the globe, and Soacha
schools are no exception. Replacing existing PCs taxes
the school IT budget and increasing the number of
computers to meet student and teachers demands means
higher electricity costs and more crowded classrooms.
Priorities for the school district include space savings as
classrooms are small and desk space is at a premium. The
educational secretary of that city was also committed to
lowering energy costs. Ultimately, he wanted more of
their students to have access to internet terminals to
access learning software and educational websites. And it
has to be affordable and easy to set up and maintain. With
his goals in mind, Juan Sebastián Serna, GM of Servicios
Integrales de Negocios recommended SUNDE solution.
The SUNDE solution’s low cost and ease of use make it
the right fit for Soacha schools. SUNDE’s new
technology was then introduced to Institucion Educativa
Leon XIII and addressed a lot of public attention.
“We sold to them 40 equipments, and they make a big
ceremony as inauguration of the new system class room
using SUNDE thin clients, even the local TV press came
to do an interview,” said Mr. Juan Sebastián Serna, “the
person who manages all the schools in that city did like a
lot the equipments” “they are very happy with SUNDE
and are recommending their use to other schools”.

For More Information
For more SUNDE case studies across a range of industries please visit www.sundenc.com/case.
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